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Current neuronavigation systems cannot adapt to changing intraoperative conditions over time. To overcome this limitation,
we present an experimental end-to-end system capable of updating 3D preoperative images in the presence of brain shift and
successive resections. The heart of our system is a nonrigid registration technique using a biomechanical model, driven by the
deformations of key surfaces tracked in successive intraoperative images. The biomechanical model is deformed using FEM or
XFEM, depending on the type of deformation under consideration, namely, brain shift or resection. We describe the operation
of our system on two patient cases, each comprising ﬁve intraoperative MR images, and we demonstrate that our approach
signiﬁcantly improves the alignment of nonrigidly registered images.
1.Introduction
Neurosurgery is characterized by the delicate balance be-
tween surgical success and potential for devastating side
eﬀects. Thanks to multiple technological improvements, the
morbidity of neurosurgical interventions has substantially
decreased over the last decades, allowing for the resection
of previously inoperable lesions. In particular, image-guided
neurosurgery (IGNS) devices allow the use of coregistered
and fused multimodality 3D images to guide the surgeon’s
hand and help deﬁne preoperatively the boundaries of
pathologicalandpredeﬁnedfunctionalstructures[1].Mean-
while, new modes of medical imaging have also improved
the localization of pathological lesions and their charac-
terization. Medical imaging nowadays includes a wealth
of diﬀerent techniques, such as computed tomography
(CT), structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(sMRI and fMRI), diﬀusion tensor imaging (DTI), and
positron emission tomography (PET). Although the overall
accuracy of IGNS is estimated to be 1–2mm [2], current
neuronavigationsystemscannot,however,adapttochanging
conditions over time. Skull-opening brain shift, brain retrac-
tion, cerebrospinal ﬂuid suction, lesion resection, perfusion,
and pharmacological manipulation during surgery indeed
all alter the 3D morphology of the structures [2–5]. These
changes can lead to localization errors that are one order
of magnitude larger that IGNS accuracy [1, 2, 6]a n dm a y
result in incomplete resections or unexpected damage to
normal brain. Such inaccuracies could be reduced if one
could acquire, throughout surgery, fresh images of the same
modalities and quality as the preoperative ones. However,
these images are still major challenges. Intraoperative images
such as intraoperative MR (iMR) images are—with the
exception of a handful surgical facilities—usually acquired
using low-ﬁeld MRI scanners that provide lower resolution
and contrast than their preoperative counterparts, and, to
this date, several useful imaging modalities, such as PET
and possibly MEG, cannot be acquired intraoperatively. One2 International Journal of Biomedical Imaging
solution is to “bring over” the high-quality preoperative
multimodality images into the intraoperative conﬁguration
of the brain using a nonrigid registration technique [7–10].
One category of nonrigid registration techniques uses
physics-based models, where landmarks are tracked in
successive reduced-quality intraoperative images, and their
displacementﬁeldsdrivethedeformationofabiomechanical
model. The computation is typically based on the ﬁnite ele-
ment method (FEM). So far, most of the mechanical condi-
tionsofthebraincannotbeestimatedintheoperatingroom,
such as the volume of cerebrospinal ﬂuid ﬂowing out of the
skull cavity, intercellular ﬂuid volume changes that result
from mannitol injection, or changes in blood volume and
vesselpermeability.Thefactthatanintraoperativeimagecan
provide the knowledge of the current state of the brain after
some deformation partly eliminates the need for a complete
evaluation of these mechanical conditions. The nonrigid
registration technique replaces them with the landmark dis-
placements evaluated from successive intraoperative images.
Using a nonrigid registration technique based on a
biomechanical model, three types of brain deformations
have been identiﬁed that require speciﬁc modeling, although
they depend on common parameters, such as CSF suction,
perfusion,orpharmacologicalmanipulation. Theﬁrstdefor-
mation is the brain shift, which appears at the beginning
of surgery with the opening of the skull and dura. The
suctionorleakageofCSF,aswellasthereleaseofintracranial
pressure caused by tumor growth, generally cause such shift
ofthebrain(notethatinthiswork,wename“brainshift”the
speciﬁc shift of the brain that occurs after the opening of the
skull and dura, before any other surgical act has happened).
The brain also shifts with the two other deformations
mentioned below. However, for these deformations, we will
consider that the shift is a part of these two deformations.
Thesecond deformationis theretraction; whentargettissues
are located deep inside the brain, the surgeon incises brain
tissues and inserts a retractor to spread out the tissues, and
to create a path towards the target. The third deformation
is the resection, that is, the removal, of lesion tissues. Both
resection and retraction de facto imply a cut of tissues. In
addition,theresectionimpliesthatpartoftissuesisremoved.
Three deformations can thus be deﬁned in terms of the two
elemental actions that change the topology of the brain: the
introduction of a discontinuity and the removal of some
tissues.
Most studies of brain deformation based on biomechani-
calmodelshavefocusedonshifts(thetopologyofthebrainis
not modiﬁed), that occurs just after the opening of the skull
and dura [11–25]. A good review of these diﬀerent studies
can be found in [24, 26–28]. Resection and retraction are
more complex to model than (brain) shift. Until recently,
their modeling for the speciﬁc application of preoperative
image update has received much less attention. One of the
diﬃculty for modeling resection and retraction is that both
induce a topological change of the brain because some
tissue are cut. A method of mesh adaptation [29–31]o r
remeshing [32–35] must be used in conjunction with FEM
if an accurate representation of the location of the cut, for
example, the resection cavity or retraction path, is needed
to deform the model. Indeed, FEM cannot directly handle
discontinuities that go through the FEs, and requires to
realign the discontinuity with FE boundaries.
In the ﬁeld of fracture mechanics, which studies the
growth and propagation of cracks in mechanical parts, some
methods were developed to avoid using FEM in conjunction
with mesh adaptation or remeshing [36]. The extended ﬁnite
element method (XFEM or X-FEM) appeared in 1999 [37]
and has been the object of considerable research since then
[38]. XFEM works by allowing the displacement ﬁeld to be
discontinuous within some FEs of the mesh. The mesh does
not have to conform to the discontinuities, so that these can
bearbitrarilylocatedwithrespecttotheunderlyingFEmesh.
B e c a u s eX F E Ma l l o w sa na c c u r a t er e p r e s e n t a t i o no ft h e
discontinuities while avoiding mesh adaption or remeshing,
and because of the similarity between cracks in mechanical
parts and cuts in tissue, we proposed the use of XFEM
for handling cut, resection, and retraction in the updating
of preoperative images. This paper presents a complete 3D
framework for updating multimodal preoperative images
withrespecttosurgicalbraindeformations,duetobrainshift
and successive resections, followed and quantiﬁed using iMR
images. Our approach is modular, and is applied iteratively
each time a new intraoperative image is acquired. We take
intoaccountsuccessivedeformationsbasedonalinearelastic
biomechanical model which is deformed using FEM or
XFEM, depending on the type of deformation occurring
between the pair of iMR images under consideration,
namely, brain shift or resection. Some 2D results were
p r e s e n t e di n[ 39]. While some 3D results have already been
presented for brain shift [40], and initial 3D results for
resection [41] modelings, this paper is the ﬁrst complete
and detailed account of the generalization to 3D of our 2D
previous work.
T h es t r u c t u r eo ft h ep a p e ri sa sf o l l o w s .I nSection 2,
we present the state-of-the-art of resection modeling for
preoperative image update. In Section 3,w ed e s c r i b eo u r
basic strategy for updating preoperative images based on
successive intraoperative images. In Section 4,w eg i v ed e t a i l
aboutourmethodsandalgorithms.InSection 5,weconsider
two patient cases that illustrate our approach for handling
brain shift followed by successive resections. In Section 6,w e
validate our results. In Section 7, we conclude and discuss
future work.
2. State-of-the-Art
Among studies that take into account resection for preoper-
ative image update, one should distinguish two categories.
The ﬁrst category of studies models brain deformation
using two time-point images, the ﬁrst image being acquired
before surgery has started, the second image being acquired
after resection. In this category, the methods that existed
for a second image showing some brain shift are adapted
for a second image showing some resection. However, the
resection is not explicitly modeled. The second category of
studiesmodelsbraindeformationusingmorethantwotime-
point images, and models at least two successive resections.International Journal of Biomedical Imaging 3
Among the ﬁrst category of studies, Hagemann et al. [42]
developed a 2D method for modeling brain deformation
between a preoperative MR image and a postoperative
MR image, the postoperative image showing a complete
resection. The 2D mesh of the biomechanical model corre-
sponded to the underlying pixel grid of the 2D image. The
biomechanical model included four diﬀerent linear elastic
laws for the skull/skin region, the whole-brain region, the
CSF region, and the image background. They computed
the correspondence of the skull boundary, the whole-brain
region boundary in the neighborhood of the tumor, and
the posterior midline between the two images. They also
computed the correspondence between the internal tumor
region boundary visible in the preoperative image, and the
resection cavity boundary visible in the postoperative image,
both boundaries corresponding under the assumption that
the resection is complete. The displacements ﬁelds of these
landmarks drove the deformation of the biomechanical
model. As a result, the biomechanical model presented high
deformation in the tumor region, which is not physically
plausible. However, the resection was complete, and, thus,
they were not interested by the displacement ﬁeld of the
biomechanical model in the tumor region itself.
C l a t ze ta l .[ 12] developed a 3D method for modeling
the brain deformation between a preoperative MR image
and an iMR image, the latter showing partial or complete
resection. The biomechanical model was deformed based
on a sparse volume displacement ﬁeld evaluated from the
two images, using a block matching algorithm. In their
algorithm, blocks of voxels that presented discriminant
structures were selected in the preoperative image. The
blocks were then matched to blocks in the iMR image using a
similarity criterion, for example, a coeﬃcient of correlation.
The value of the similarity criterion was used as a value
of conﬁdence in the displacement measured by the block
matching algorithm. The biomechanical model was then
deformed iteratively, driven by the sparse displacement ﬁeld
of the matched blocks, where a block rejection step was
included for measured block displacements initially selected
but considered as outliers. In the iMR image, a part, or
the totality, of the tumor tissues were resected. The blocks
were thus selected and matched in only the healthy-brain
region of the two images. They tested their algorithm on
six patient cases, and used for validation nine landmarks
picked up manually in each image. They found a mean
and maximum error on displacements of 0.75mm and
2.5mm, respectively. The error increased as one approached
the tumor region. They explained this phenomenon by the
fact that a substantial number of block matchings were
rejected in the tumor neighborhood. The deformation of the
biomechanical model in the tumor neighborhood was thus
essentially governed by the linear elastic law, and the result
mightshowthelimitationofthismodel.Archipetal.[7]also
tested the nonrigid registration method presented in [12]o n
eleven patient cases, and used the 95% Hausdorﬀ distance
[43] for evaluating the alignment of the nonrigidly registered
images. As a result, they obtained a mean error of 1.82mm.
Among the second category of studies, Miga et al. [44]
simulated two successive resections. They built a linear
poroelastic biomechanical model and preoperatively tagged
the tetrahedron FEs that were going to be removed to
simulate the brain deformation due to successive resections.
The modeling of resection was performed in two steps.
First, the preoperatively tagged FEs were removed. This
consisted in duplicating the nodes at the boundary of the
resection cavity. The nodes were actually not eliminated,
which avoids the cost of remeshing operations. Second, a
boundary condition was applied to the new boundary of
the resection cavity, in order to model the relaxation of
strain energy, induced by preoperative tumor growth or
surgery acts, stored in the resected tissues, and released after
their removal. In this approach, the tissue discontinuity was
representedasbestaspossiblewithajaggedtopologydeﬁned
bytheFEfacetsdeﬁningtheboundaryoftheresectioncavity.
Forest et al. [45, 46] also modeled the removal of tetrahedra
in order to model the action of an ultrasonic aspirator in the
context of real-time surgery simulation.
Ferrant et al. [13, 47, 48] modeled successive resections
based on several time-point iMR images. Between two
successive images, they deformed the biomechanical model,
initscurrentstateofupdate,totakeintoaccountthe(partial)
resections(s) that took place between these two images. The
modeling of resection was performed in two steps. First,
the biomechanical model, in its current state of update, was
deformed in accordance with the displacement ﬁeld of the
healthy-brain boundary between the pair of images under
consideration. Second, the FEs that fell into the resection
cavity in the second image of the pair were removed, while
the FEs that laid across the resection-cavity boundary were
cut. To ensure the link between the successive deformed
conﬁguration of the biomechanical model, their algorithm
kept track of the topology modiﬁcation between FEs and
nodes of the mesh before and after the removal of FEs. They
tested their algorithm on one patient case including ﬁve iMR
images (the ﬁrst two iMR images being used for brain shift
modeling), and used for validation thirty-two landmarks
picked up manually in each image. They found a mean
and maximum error on the displacements of 0.9 ± 0.7m m
(mean ± standard deviation) and 3.7mm, respectively. The
error increased as one approached the tumor region. They
explained this phenomenon by the limited accuracy in the
process of picking landmarks in that region, and because the
retraction occurring between the second and third images
was modeled as a resection, that is, a removal of tissues, even
though the tissues were not removed but simply spread out.
The methods described above have been all developed
usinganFEM-basedbiomechanicalmodelforintraoperative
image registration. Surgical simulation is another research
ﬁeldthatbroadlyusesFEM-basedbiomechanicalmodel.The
objective of a surgical simulator is to provide an interactive
manipulation with force feedback of the anatomical part to
be operated using various surgical instruments. In order to
model a large range surgical procedures, a real-time inter-
active cutting method should be included in the simulator.
Jeˇ r´ abkov´ a and Kuhlen [49] have applied nonlinear XFEM for
simulating cut, and have shown that XFEM is successfully
eﬃcient for such purpose.4 International Journal of Biomedical Imaging
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Figure 1: Block diagram of our serial preoperative image-update system dealing with successive brain deformation for a linear formulation.
3.BasicStrategy for SerialPreoperative
Image Update
Theblockdiagramof Figure 1showsourglobalapproachfor
updating preoperative images using successive iMR images
acquired at diﬀerent critical points during surgery. Although
the principles of the approach are quite general, they are
tailored for use based on images acquired with a 0.5Tesla
intraoperative GE Signa scanner, which guarantees that the
full volume of brain tissues is included in the image ﬁeld
of view. In our present strategy, the preoperative images
are updated incrementally. At the end of each update, the
preoperative images should be in the best possible alignment
with the last iMR image acquired. The actual algorithms and
equations used to this end are described in Section 4.
Prior to surgery, a patient-speciﬁc biomechanical model
is built from the set of preoperative images. Because the
patient does not necessarily lie in the same position during
the acquisition of each of the preoperative images, one may
need to perform a rigid registration (involving translations,
rotations, and scales) to bring these images into correspon-
dence, assuming, in ﬁrst approximation, there is no local,
that is, nonuniform, brain deformation between preopera-
tive images. Once the 1st iMR image has been acquired prior
to the opening of the skull, the set of registered preoperative
images and the biomechanical model are registered to the
1st iMR image via a rigid transformation. In the present
situation, it is assumed that the patient’s brain imaged in
the 1st iMR image has the same physical shape as the
brain imaged in the preoperative images (note that in the
following, when an iMR image is deﬁned by a number, this
number is the index of the iMR image in the series for a
speciﬁc patient case. The 1st iMR image thus corresponds to
the very ﬁrst iMR image of the series).
As each iMR image is acquired, this new image and the
preceding iMR image are used to estimate the deformation
of the brain. The update of the preoperative images is done
incrementally with each new pair of successive iMR images.
For each pair, we proceed as follows. A set of common
anatomical landmarks are tracked between the two iMR
images. In our approach, we use as landmarks the surfaces of
keybrainstructures.Theuseofsurfacestructuresratherthan
volume structures [12] seems more appropriate given the
reduced-quality of typical intraoperative images, and would
be more easily adapted to intraoperative modalities other
than iMR, such as iUS. The landmark surface displacement
ﬁelds resulting from the matching are then applied to the
biomechanical model, which is deformed using FEM or
XFEM, depending on the type of deformation occurring
between the acquisition times of the iMR images in the
pair under consideration, namely, brain shift, or resection.
The resulting displacement ﬁeld of the biomechanical model
is ﬁnally used to warp the set of preoperative images in
their current state of updating. This process is repeated
with each new acquisition of an iMR image. Note that, for
each deformation modeling, the biomechanical model is
deformed in accordance with the landmark displacements
tracked between the pair of successive iMR images under
consideration. Because intraoperative deformation can fol-
low a reverse direction [5], it is important to track the
landmarks between the next-to-last and the last acquired
iMR images, rather than track the landmarks between the
ﬁrst and the last acquired iMR images.International Journal of Biomedical Imaging 5
For the patient cases treated in Section 5, we assume
thatthe brainundergoes relatively small deformations (small
strains and small displacements), and we use a linear ﬁnite-
element formulation in the biomechanical model. A conse-
quence of using this linear formulation (linear elasticity) is
that the equations of solid mechanics can be solved based on
the initial conﬁguration of the solid.
Actually, knowing the displacement ﬁeld increment
Δun+1
n = un+1 − un at the anatomical landmarks between
conﬁguration n and increment n + 1, one can apply this
constrained displacement ﬁeld increment Δun+1
n to the initial
conﬁguration, and the ﬁnite element analysis will lead
to the deformation tensor increment Δεn+1
n between the
conﬁgurationnandn+1.Theﬁnaldeformationtensororthe
body is thus simply obtained from εn+1 =
 n
k=0εk+1
k .R e m a r k
that rigorously, the increment of constrained displacement
ﬁeld at the landmark should be applied to the balanced
solution of the solid reached after increment n,b u ta sw e
are using a linear elasticity model, this step can be skipped
owing to the superposition principle: if σn+1 = Cεn+1, then
σn+1 =
 n
k=0Δσk+1
k = C
 n
k=0εk+1
k = Cεn+1, where C is the
Hooke tensor. As a summary, with this approach, the process
of deformations is modeled as a succession of deformations
Δεk+1
k , for example, brain deformation composed of shift fol-
lowed by successive resections and the current conﬁguration
of the brain biomechanical model, after a speciﬁc deforma-
tion can then be recovered by adding the computed volume
displacements for all successive incremental deformations.
Remark that this is not a limitation of the method as we
could easily extend it to nonlinear model by simply keeping
in memory the previous deformed conﬁguration n and
adding the constrained displacement ﬁeld increment Δun+1
n
to compute the new deformed conﬁguration at increment
n+1, simply this would be less computationally eﬃcient.
Because we use a linear formulation (and, thus, the
incremental volume displacement ﬁelds can be added to
recover the current conﬁguration of the biomechanical
model), we could theoretically obtain an identical deformed
conﬁguration of the biomechanical model using the two
following approaches. The ﬁrst one would consist of com-
puting and adding the successive incremental deformations
of the biomechanical model based on the landmarks tracked
between the next-to-last and the last acquired iMR images.
The second approach would consist in computing directly
the deformed conﬁguration of the biomechanical model
based on the landmarks tracked between the ﬁrst and the
last acquired iMR images. However, the landmarks selected
to drive the deformation of the biomechanical model vary
depending on the type of deformation, namely, brain shift
or resection. In addition, part of the biomechanical model
is “cut,” using XFEM, to model resection. Consequently, we
would not get an identical deformed conﬁguration of the
biomechanical model by these two approaches. In order to
use a maximum of information from the iMR images, we
track, as explained for the ﬁrst approach, the landmarks
between the next-to-last and the last acquired iMR images.
The problem of updating preoperative images between
more than two critical points during surgery, that is, based
on more than two iMR images, is addressed in only a small
number of studies. In our previous work [39, 41], and in
[13], the biomechanical model was successively deformed,
andthiswasdoneusingalinearformulation.Theframework
proposed here, where the initial biomechanical model is
always used, instead of using it in its successive states of
deformation, has the important advantage of using a good
quality mesh for each deformation modeling rather than
using a mesh whose quality progressively deteriorates with
each successive deformation modeling, and which would
require remeshing or mesh adaptation for getting back good
FE quality.
To summarize, for each deformation, the landmarks
are tracked between the two successive iMR images under
consideration. Because we use a linear formulation, the
displacement ﬁelds of these landmarks are applied to the ini-
tial, rather than current, conﬁguration of the biomechanical
model. The resulting volume displacement ﬁeld corresponds
to the deformation that the brain undergoes between the
two iMR images. This volume displacement ﬁeld is used
to deform the preoperative images in their current state
of update, that is, registered (at the previous step, if any)
to the ﬁrst iMR image of the pair. After the deformation,
the preoperative images are thus in as good as possible
registration to the second iMR image of the pair.
In all the rest of this work, we make a simpliﬁcation of
the approach just presented, by using the 1st iMR image as
a substitute for the preoperative images. The biomechanical
model is thus built based on structures visible in the 1st
iMR image, instead of in the preoperative images, and the
structures used in the model are limited to the ones visible
in the intraoperative image. Except for the rigid registration
between the preoperative images, the biomechanical model,
and the 1st iMR image, this simpliﬁed approach allows us to
discuss, illustrate, and test all key aspects of the system. The
1st iMR image is also updated instead of the preoperative
images. The above strategy allows us to focus on the main
issue of this paper, that is, the estimation and handling of
3D deformations. Even though the issues involved in the
update of preoperative images will need to be addressed in
a operational image update system, the present strategy of
deforming the iMR images remains useful for calibration
purpose, even in the operating room.
4. Methods
This section details the diﬀerent methods that are com-
monly used for updating preoperative images in presence
of brain shift and resection. More speciﬁcally, the block
diagramofFigure 2(a)showsthebuildingofthebiomechan-
ical model from the preoperative images. Speciﬁc regions
from the preoperative images are segmented, meshed, and
assigned appropriate constitutive laws. The block diagram of
Figure 2(b) shows, for any pair of successive iMR images, a
detailed view of the calculation of the volume displacement
ﬁeld of the initial biomechanical model that corresponds to
the deformation that has occurred between the acquisition
time of these images.6 International Journal of Biomedical Imaging
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Figure 2: Detailed block diagram of the three subsystems of our serial preoperative image-update system. (a) Building of the biomechanical
model from the preoperative images. (b) Calculation of the volume displacement ﬁeld of the initial biomechanical model using the
displacement ﬁelds of surface landmarks tracked between a pair of successive iMR images. The updated iMR images are used for validation.
For each subsystem, inputs are in green, outputs are in red, and steps related to the deﬁnition and use of a discontinuity are in blue.
4.1. Rigid Registration of Intraoperative Images. All along
surgery, the patient is lying inside the 0.5 Tesla intraoperative
GE Signa scanner. Although the patient’s head is ﬁxed, one
cannot totally rule out the possibility of slight head motion.
iMR images thus have to be rigidly coregistered to take into
account this potential rigid motion. The rigid registration
that we use is the point-based landmark transform available
in vtk (http://www.vtk.org/). The corresponding landmark
points are manually selected in the successive iMR images.
4.2. Segmentation of Intraoperative Images. The segmen-
tation of iMR images into speciﬁc regions, for example,
healthy-brainandtumorregions,isﬁrstperformedmanually
using 3D slicer (http://www.slicer.org/) and then smoothed
to minimize the dependance of the results on segmentation
roughness.Itisclearthatperformingamanualsegmentation
in the operating room is not acceptable, and that this process
needs to be automated as completely as possible to test the
feasibility of our framework online. However, while there
exist sophisticated segmentation algorithms that could be
used [50–52], in particular for extracting the whole-brain
region (skull and external cerebrospinal ﬂuid masked out),
the segmentation of the tumor region is still challenging.
4.3. Building of Biomechanical Model. As mentioned above,
the biomechanical model is built, in the present context,
from the 1st iMR image rather than from the preoperative
images. Thanks to the use of XFEM instead of FEM for
modeling discontinuities, this biomechanical model can be
built oﬄine before the operation starts and does not need
to be repeated (through remeshing) during the surgery.
With respect to FEM-based approaches, the execution
time thus ceases to be a limiting parameter, which is a
remarkable advantage of our approach. The object to be
meshed is deﬁned as a segmented region from an image.
It thus requires speciﬁc techniques, and we use the mesh-
ing software tool isosurf (http://svr-www.eng.cam.ac.uk/
∼gmt11/software/isosurf/isosurf.html). Our goal is to model
the boundaries of healthy-brain and tumor regions as two
connectedsurfacesmeshes.However,isosurfcanonlymesh
the boundaries of one or several separate regions, and, thus,
does not allow one to mesh connected region boundaries
with common nodes at their intersections. We thus start
by building two separate surfaces meshes that we connect
using our own routines based on vtk. We then smooth
the two surface meshes using the software simmetrix
(http://www.simmetrix.com/). The two connected triangle
surfaces are then jointly meshed into a single volume mesh
of tetrahedra that conform to the two surface meshes using
gmsh (http://www.geuz.org/gmsh/)[ 53]. Further details on
the building of the biomechanical model, in particular the
building of the connected surface meshes, can be found in
[40]. A linear elastic law is assigned to the biomechanical
model, with Young modulus E = 3000Pa and Poisson ratio
ν = 0.45 [13]. Because displacements, rather than forces, are
applied to the model using a linear formulation, the FEM or
XFEM solution is independent of Young modulus E [54].
4.4. Evaluation of Surface Landmark Displacement Fields. We
choose as surface landmarks the whole-brain and internal
tumor region boundaries. To evaluate the surface deforma-
tions of these region boundaries between two iMR images,International Journal of Biomedical Imaging 7
w eu s ea na c t i v es u r f a c ea l g o r i t h m[ 55, 56]. Because these
region boundaries to match must be closed surfaces, we thus
use as surface landmarks the whole-brain and healthy-brain
region boundaries. The surface deformation of the internal
tumor region boundary will be derived from the active
surface algorithm of the healthy-brain region boundary. In
our active surface algorithm coming from [13, 47, 48], the
external forces F(x) are computed using a gradient descent
on a distance map of the region boundary. With such
external forces, the active surface algorithm is not able to
take correctly into account local rigid motion due, as an
example, to lateral or tangential movement depending on
the head orientation. For the whole-brain region, any rigid
transformation that could have occurred has already been
takenintoaccountbytherigidregistrationoftheiMRimages
(Section 4.1). However, for the healthy-brain region, it can
happen that the internal tumor region boundary moves
partly in a rigid way. Therefore, the active surface, initialized
from the healthy-brain region boundary in the ﬁrst iMR
image, is ﬁrst locally transformed in a rigid way along the
internal tumor region boundary using the iterative closest
point transform available in vtk. Then, this resulting surface
is deformed using the active surface algorithm as explained
above. Further details on the local rigid registration of
the healthy-brain region boundary can be found in [40].
Before applying the displacements whole-brain and internal
tumor region boundaries to the biomechanical model nodes,
the two surface displacement ﬁelds are smoothed based
on a weighted-distance average, that is, the displacement
of each node is averaged with the displacements of its N
closest neighbor nodes. This smoothing will make them
consistent with each other, and compatible with the volume
mesh in order to avoid element ﬂipping, in particular at
the intersections between whole-brain and internal tumor
region boundaries. Depending on the brain deformation
modeling, ﬁve to ten neighbor nodes are used.
4.5. FEM- or XFEM-Based Biomechanical Model Defor-
mation. The displacement ﬁelds of the surface landmarks
are applied to the biomechanical model, which deforms
according to the laws of solid mechanics. The equations
of solid mechanics are solved using FEM or XFEM,
depending upon the type of circumstances, namely, brain
shift or resection. We use the FEM-software tool metafor
(http://metafor.ltas.ulg.ac.be/) developed in our mechanical-
engineering department, to which we have added an XFEM
module. The initial stress state of the brain is unknown and
is thus set to zero for each FEM or XFEM computation, as in
[10, 13].
FEM discretizes the solid of interest into a mesh, that is,
into a set of FEs interconnected by nodes, and approximates
the displacement ﬁeld u(x) by the FEM displacement ﬁeld
uFEM(x)d e ﬁ n e da s
uFEM(x) =
 
i∈I
ϕi(x)ui, (1)
where I is the set of nodes, the ϕi(x)’s are the nodal shape
functions (NSFs), and the ui’s are the nodal degrees of
freedom (DOFs). Each ϕi(x) is deﬁned as being continuous
on its compact support ωi, which corresponds to the union
of the domains of the FEs connected to node i [57]. In our
approach, we use linear NSFs.
FEM requires its displacement ﬁeld uFEM(x)t ob ec o n -
tinuous over each FE. In contrast, XFEM handles a disconti-
nuity by allowing the displacement ﬁeld to be discontinuous
within FEs [37, 58–60]. Arbitrarily-shaped discontinuities
can then be modeled without any remeshing. The XFEM
displacementﬁeldgeneralisestheFEMdisplacementﬁeld(1)
with
uXFEM(x) =
 
i∈I
ϕi(x)ui +
 
i∈J
ϕi(x)
nEi  
j=1
gj(x)aji. (2)
TheﬁrsttermcorrespondstotheFEMdisplacementﬁeld(1),
where I is the set of nodes, the ϕi(x)’s are the FEM NSFs,
and the ui’s are the nodal FEM DOFs. The heart of XFEM
is the “enrichment” that adds a number, nEi,o fD O F saji
to each node i of the set J, which is the subset of nodes
of I whose support is intersected by the discontinuity of
interest. These DOFs are multiplied by the NSFs ϕi(x)a n d
the discontinuous functions gj(x).
The use of speciﬁc XFEM enrichment functions gj(x)
for a node i ∈ J depends on the type of discontinuity,
for example, crack, hole, material interface, and so forth,
to be modeled. Suppose that our goal is to model a crack,
characterized by a discontinuity in the displacement ﬁeld (as
opposed to a material interface for instance, characterized by
a discontinuity in the derivative of the displacement ﬁeld).
When the crack fully intersects the support of the node,
a simple choice is a piecewise-constant unit function that
changes sign at the boundary across the crack, that is, the
Heaviside function
H(x) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
1f o r (x −x∗) · en > 0,
−1f o r (x −x∗) · en < 0,
(3)
where x is again the position of a point of the solid, x∗ is the
position of the point on the crack that is the closest to x,a n d
en is the outward normal to the crack at x∗ [37]. In case of
resection deformation, the goal is to model a discontinuity
such that the part of tissues corresponding to tissue removed
by the resection has no inﬂuence on the deformation of the
remaining part of the tissues. One is actually interested in the
deformation of the remaining part of the tissues only. In that
sense, the hole function [61] as the following equation:
V(x) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
1f o r (x −x∗) ·en > 0,
0f o r (x −x∗) ·en < 0,
(4)
could be used as XFEM enrichment function, instead of
the Heaviside function, and would be totally suﬃcient. The
results that we would obtain on the remaining part of the
tissues would be identical. However, because the Heaviside
function is necessary for retraction modeling, we have used
the same function for the resection modeling even if it was
not strictly necessary.8 International Journal of Biomedical Imaging
When minimizing the total deformation energy, the
resulting XFEM equations remain sparse and symmetric
as for FEM. Whereas FEM requires a remeshing and the
duplication of the nodes along the crack to take into account
any discontinuity, XFEM requires the identiﬁcation of the
nodes whose support is intersected by the crack and the
addition of DOFs: (1) any node whose support is not
intersected by the discontinuity remains unaﬀected and
thus possesses three DOFs; (2) any node whose support is
fully intersected by the discontinuity is enriched with three
Heaviside DOFs and thus possesses six DOFs.
4.6. Evaluation of Deformation Modeling. To qualitatively
estimate the similarity between two images, we compare
the edges extracted from these images using the Canny
edge detector available in itk (http://www.itk.org/). Indeed,
although potentially useful for the sake of comparing
methods on a mathematical basis and deﬁning unique
correspondences, landmark-based target analysis presents
several relevant limitations in the present setting.
(i) Having experts picking landmarks introduces signif-
icant intra- and interobserver variability.
(ii) Picking landmark points, as Ferrant et al. [13] did, is
ratherdiﬃcultwhenitcomestodeﬁneenoughvisible
landmarks—especiallyinthetumorregion—onthe5
diﬀerent images (and not 2 images only, as majority
of studies focusing on brain shift are using).
(iii) Rather than point targets, linear tumor contours,
and limits between structures and potential eloquent
structures matter most in the practical case of tumor
ablation neurosurgery.
These are the reason why we chose to use the canny edges
in order to evaluate the registration. Besides, while it is true
that these edges do not necessarily physically correspond
between the successive iMR images, these images have been
acquired with the same image protocol (MR sequence, voxel
size, grayscale value range), which should limit this problem.
To quantitatively estimate the similarity of the two edge
maps, we compute the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance between
the sets of edge points, that is, voxels representing the
edges, in these two images. The modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance
H(A,B)[ 43] between two sets of points A and B is deﬁned
as
H(A,B) = max(h(A,B),h(B,A)) with
h(A,B) =
1
Na
 
a∈A
d(a,B),
(5)
where the directed Hausdorﬀ distance h(A,B)i sam e a s u r e
of the distance of the point set A to the point set B, Na is
the number of points in set A,a n dd(a,B) is the distance
of point a ∈ A to the closest point in B, that is, d(a,B) =
minb∈B a − b ,w h e r e a − b  is the Euclidean distance.
The directed Hausdorﬀ distance h(A,B) thus computes the
average distance of points of A to points of B. The averaging
minimizes the eﬀects of outlier points, for example, due to
image noise. The value of the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance
H(A,B) increases with the amount of diﬀerence between
the two sets of edges points. In the following, we denote
by H(Ia,Ib) the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance of the edges
extracted from the whole-brain region of the images Ia and
Ib, that is, with the skull and external cerebrospinal ﬂuid
masked out from them.
5. Results
In this section, we apply our methods, respectively, of brain
shift and resection (iMR images are acquired with the
0.5TeslaintraoperativeGESignascanneroftheBrighamand
Women’s Hospital, Boston, USA. iMR image size is 256 ×
256 ×60 voxels, and voxel size is 0.9375 ×0.9375 ×2.5mm).
All computations are done oﬀ-line. Two patient cases, each
including ﬁve iMR images, are treated to illustrate our
modeling and brain shift followed by successive resections.
In both cases, the 1st iMR image was acquired prior to
the opening of the skull; the 2nd iMR image was acquired
after the opening of the skull and dura, and shows some
brain shift; the 3rd, 4th, and 5th iMR images were acquired
after successive resections. The modelings of brain shift,
1st, 2nd, and 3rd resection are performed using diﬀerent
techniques, as detailed below. Except where otherwise noted,
the following discussion applies to both patient cases (the
result of each deformation modeling is shown for the two
patient cases at the end of Section 5.2.3).
5.1. Modeling of Brain Shift. To model brain shift based
on the 1st and 2nd iMR images, we estimate the surface
displacement ﬁelds of the whole-brain region boundary and
the internal tumor region boundary from the two iMR
images. No tissue discontinuity is involved in the brain shift
deformation, so the biomechanical model is deformed using
FEM. This results in the volume displacement ﬁeld of the
biomechanical model, which is illustrated in Figure 3 for the
ﬁrst patient case. This volume displacement ﬁeld is used to
warp the part of the 1st iMR image corresponding to the
whole-brain region.
5.2. Modeling of Successive Resections. In the following
sections, the three successive resections are modeled sep-
arately, because they require diﬀerent types of processing.
Nevertheless, a common remark can be made for each
resection modeling. Matching two region boundaries to get
a displacement ﬁeld makes sense only if they correspond to
the same physical entity. Once the resection has started, we
can no longer rely on the entirety of the whole-brain region
boundary, since a part of it is now missing. For modeling the
successive resections, we thus evaluate the displacement ﬁeld
for the boundary of the healthy-brain region only.
5.2.1. Modeling of 1st Resection. The 1st resection occurs
between the times the 2nd and 3rd iMR images are acquired.
However, since the corresponding removal of tissues is
most likely accompanied by deformation, one cannot exactly
determine what tissue is removed based just on the two iMRInternational Journal of Biomedical Imaging 9
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Figure 3: Result of the biomechanical model deformation for brain shift modeling (ﬁrst patient case). (a) External surface mesh of the
biomechanical model with the location of the slice considered in (b). (b) Selected slice of the biomechanical model with color levels
corresponding to the displacements along the y-axis, which is the main direction of the brain shift for this patient case.
images. We thus decided to model the 1st resection by still
relying on the displacement ﬁelds of key surfaces, here the
healthy-brainregionboundary,todeformthebiomechanical
model. This indeed appears to be the only reliable informa-
tionconcerningthedeformationduetoresectionthatwecan
extract from the 2nd and 3rd iMR images. Consequently,
we do not model explicitly the removal of tissue, but we
model directly the deformation resulting from it, without
introducing any tissue discontinuity. Using the surface
displacement ﬁeld of the healthy-brain region boundary, we
compute the deformation of the biomechanical model via
FEM. Then, using the resulting volume displacement ﬁeld,
we warp the part of the 2nd iMR image corresponding to
the whole-brain region, in the same way as we did in the
case of for brain shift. The image resulting from the 1st
resection modeling is now registered to the 3rd iMR image,
except outside of the healthy-brain region boundary, that is,
for the tumor region. Finally, we alter the resulting image
to reﬂect the eﬀect of resection. For this, we assign the
background color to the voxels corresponding to the resected
tissue volume “absent” in the 3rd iMR image.
5.2.2. Modeling of 2nd Resection. The signiﬁcant feature
of the 2nd resection is that some tissue has already been
removed by the 1st resection, which means that this
tissue cannot have any physical inﬂuence on subsequent
brain deformations because it does not “exist” anymore.
Consequently, the 1st resection must be reﬂected in the
biomechanical model. Recall that the biomechanical model
has been deformed to model the brain shift and the 1st
resection and is thus registered to the 3rd iMR image. So,
using the 3rd iMR image, we can deﬁne the boundary of the
1st resection, that is, the tissue discontinuity to include in
the deformed biomechanical model (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)).
We then enrich the nodes whose supports are intersected
by the discontinuity with Heaviside DOFs. Consequently,
when the XFEM-based biomechanical model deforms, the
part corresponding to tissue removed by the 1st resection
has no inﬂuence on the deformation of the remaining
part of the brain. For the ﬁrst patient case illustrated in
Figure 4, the tetrahedron mesh consists of 3,317 nodes,
which corresponds to 9,951 FEM DOFs. Enrichment adds
873 Heaviside DOFs.
As for the modeling of the 1st resection, the biomechan-
ical model is deformed in accordance with the displacement
ﬁeld of the healthy-brain region boundary evaluated from
the3rdand4thiMRimages.Figure 4(d)showsthedeformed
mesh, result of the XFEM computation. The bottom part
of the mesh, representing the tissue remaining after the 1st
resection, has been deformed according to the displacement
ﬁeld of the healthy-brain region boundary, while the top
part, representing the tissue removed by the 1st resection,
has been subjected to a translation, but only for visualization
purposes. Even though the mesh is displayed as two separate
parts, it is, in fact, a single entity. Indeed, a main feature of
XFEM is its ability to handle the eﬀect of a discontinuity
without modifying the underlying mesh, that is, without
remeshing. For modeling the 2nd resection, the edges of FEs
straddling the discontinuity have been made discontinuous
and their nodes moved apart. Using the XFEM volume
displacement ﬁeld, we warp the part of the 3rd iMR image
corresponding to the whole-brain region. The resulting
image is then masked out with the whole-brain region
segmented out from the 4th iMR image.
5.2.3. Modeling of 3rd Resection. One signiﬁcant feature of
the procedure described for modeling the 2nd resection
is that it can be applied repetitively for each subsequent
resection visible on successive iMR images, no matter how
many there are. The modeling of the 3rd resection is thus
identical to the modeling of the 2nd resection. The tissue
discontinuity due to the 2nd resection is deﬁned from the
4thiMRimage,andusedtoappropriatelyenrichthenodesof
the biomechanical model. Then, this biomechanical model is10 International Journal of Biomedical Imaging
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Figure 4: Deﬁnition of tissue discontinuity for 2nd resection modeling (ﬁrst patient case). (a) External surface mesh (of the biomechanical
model) with the location of the slice considered in (b). (b) External surface mesh superposed to the healthy-brain region (light gray)
and tumor region (white) segmented out from the 3rd iMR image. This superposition allows one to deﬁne the tissue discontinuity
(red boundary). (c) Surface meshes describing the healthy-brain region boundary (gray) and the tissue discontinuity (red). This tissue
discontinuity gives an idea of the part of tumor tissue that was removed by the 1st resection. The gap that appears “between” the gray and
red surfaces corresponds to the remaining tumor tissues. (d) Final mesh resulting from the modeling of the 2nd resection using XFEM. The
tetrahedra that were added to display separately the two parts of the mesh are only for visualization purposes.
deformed using XFEM, in accordance with the displacement
ﬁeld of the healthy-brain region boundary evaluated from
the 4th and 5th iMR images.
For the ﬁrst patient case, a simpliﬁcation for the model-
ing of the 3rd resection can be made because, by the time
the 5th iMR image is acquired, the resection is complete.
This means that we only need to compute the volume
displacementﬁeldofthehealthy-brainregion.Sinceweapply
displacements exactly to the boundary of the healthy-brain
region, the results obtained with FEM and XFEM will be
identical. Using the FEM (for the ﬁrst patient case) or XFEM
(for the second patient case) volume displacement ﬁeld, we
warp the part of the 4th iMR image corresponding to the
whole-brain region. The resulting image is then masked out
with the whole-brain region segmented out from the 5th
iMR image.
Figures 5 and 6 show the results of warping the iMR
images, as well as the edges extracted from them, after brain
shift and each successive resection modeling for the two
patient cases.
5.2.4. Comparison of FEM and XFEM for Modeling of
Resection. As explained in Section 5.2.3, since we apply
displacements exactly to the boundary of the healthy-brain
region, the results obtained with FEM and XFEM are
identical in the healthy-brain region. One can deduce that
using XFEM for modeling resection is interesting when the
neurosurgeonneedstohaveanaccuratedisplacementﬁeldof
the remaining tumor tissues. In this case, it is interesting to
evaluatetheimpactofusingFEM,insteadofXFEM,tomodel
the resection as if no resection was performed before. Using
FEM for modeling resection is equivalent to ignoring the
presence of resection on intraoperative images. To illustrate
the comparison between FEM and XFEM results, we choose
the 3rd resection modeling of the second patient case.
Indeed, it is the deformation with remaining tumor tissues
that shows the largest magnitude, and, thus, that is likely to
give a maximum diﬀerence between the two computations.
Figure 7 compares the results obtained using FEM and
XFEM. The healthy-brain and tumor regions segmented
out from the 4th and 5th iMR images are respectively
shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). The volume displacement
ﬁelds of the biomechanical model using XFEM and FEM
are respectively shown in Figures 7(c) and 7(d). The part
of the 4th iMR image corresponding to the whole-brain
region is warped, ﬁrst with the volume displacement ﬁeld
obtained via FEM, and then with that obtained via XFEM.
The diﬀerence between the two warped images is shown in
Figure 7(e). As expected, there is a visible diﬀerence in the
remaining tumor tissue. However, the diﬀerence between theInternational Journal of Biomedical Imaging 11
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Figure 5: First patient case. (a) Sequence of ﬁve input iMR images rigidly registered to the ﬁrst one. (1b) Whole-brain region extracted from
(1a). (2b) Deformation of (1b) computed using FEM for brain shift modeling. (3b) Deformation of whole-brain region extracted from (2a)
computed using FEM for 1st resection modeling. (3c) Masking of (3b) with whole-brain region segmented from the 3rd iMR image (3a).
(4b) Deformation of whole-brain region extracted from (3a) computed using XFEM for 2nd resection modeling. (4c) Masking of (4b) with
whole-brain region segmented from 4th iMR image (4a). (5b) Deformation of whole-brain region extracted from (4a) computed using FEM
for 3rd resection modeling. (d) Juxtaposition of Canny edges of images rigidly registered. The edges of the ﬁrst (second) image of the pair
under consideration are in green (red). (e) Ditto for (d) when images are nonrigidly registered.
two volume displacement ﬁelds is smaller than the image
resolution (although the diﬀerence between the two volume
displacement ﬁelds is smaller than the image resolution, the
diﬀerence between the images resulting of the warping using
these two volume displacement ﬁelds is nonzero. This is
explained by the fact that the (gray) value of each voxel of
the warped image is deﬁned as a weighted-value of voxels
of the original image. The weights are deﬁned based on the
overlapping ratio of the voxel of the warped image, with
voxels (determined using the volume displacement ﬁeld)
of the original image). In addition, the deformed 4th iMR
images, using the XFEM- and the FEM-based deformations
of the biomechanical model, show the same similarity,
computed based on the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance, with
the 5th iMR.
Two reasons explain that the diﬀerences between the
FEM and XFEM results are so small. First, the brain defor-
mation itself due to the 3rd resection is small, and, thus, it is
expected to obtain small diﬀerences between the two result-
ing brain deformations. Second, in the case the remaining
tumor tissues are close to the healthy-brain region boundary,
it implies that they are close to the boundary where surface
displacement ﬁelds are applied to drive the deformation
of the biomechanical model. This proximity decreases the
inﬂuence of the modeling of already resected tissues with
XFEM. Although this comparison between FEM and XFEM
shouldbedoneonmorepatientcases,wesuggestthat,inﬁrst
approximation, FEM could be used for modeling resection
cases with small brain deformations. Nevertheless, the
presentation of the successive resections using XFEM shows
the generality of our framework, and details how XFEM is
implemented. Note that in Section 6 devoted to validation,
the warped images are the ones deformed with XFEM.
6. Validation
For each deformation modeling based on a pair (Ik,Ik+1)o f
two successive iMR images that are already rigidly registered,
we compare the similarity between these Ik and Ik+1 images,
as well as the similarity between the Iw
k and Ik+1 images,
where Iw
k is the result of warping Ik. This gives us an estimate
of how well we are able to capture, and compensate for,
the local deformations between Ik and Ik+1. The goal of the
nonrigid registration is, however, to deform the preoperative
images. By warping Ik for each deformation modeling, we do
not take into account the fact that an error of alignment after12 International Journal of Biomedical Imaging
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Figure 6: Second patient case. (a) Sequence of ﬁve input iMR images rigidly registered to the ﬁrst one. (1b) Whole-brain region extracted
from (1a). (2b) Deformation of (1b) computed using FEM for brain shift modeling. (3b) Deformation of whole-brain region extracted from
(2a) computed using FEM for 1st resection modeling. (3c) Masking of (3b) with whole-brain region segmented from the 3rd iMR image
(3a). (4b) Deformation of whole-brain region extracted from (3a) computed using XFEM for 2nd resection modeling. (4c) Masking of (4b)
with whole-brain region segmented from 4th iMR image (4a). (5b) Deformation of whole-brain region extracted from (4a) computed using
XFEM for 3rd resection modeling. (5c) Masking of (5b) with whole-brain region segmented from 5th iMR image (5a). (d) Juxtaposition of
Canny edges of images rigidly registered. The edges of the ﬁrst (second) image of the pair under consideration are in green (red). (e) Ditto
for (d) when images are nonrigidly registered.
each deformation modeling could propagate and amplify
through the successive deformation modelings. To evaluate
the eﬀect of this error ampliﬁcation on the results, we also
perform the required succession of warpings on I1,a n dw e
denote the resulting image by Iw
1,k.W et h e nc o m p a r e ,f o re a c h
deformation modeling, the similarity between I1 and Ik+1,
together with the similarity between Iw
1,k and Ik+1. This allows
one to evaluate the propagation, that is, the ampliﬁcation,
of alignment error on the results. The modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ
distance computed for each pair of iMR images are given in
Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 shows,foreachdeformationmodelingbasedona
pair (Ik,Ik+1) of two successive iMR images, the values of the
modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distances H(Ik,Ik+1)a n dH(Iw
k ,Ik+1).
These values are computed using the Canny edges extracted
from the pair of images (Ik,Ik+1) (Figures 5 (d) and 6 (d))
and (Iw
k ,Ik+1) (Figures 5 (e) and 6 (e)). We observe that
the values for the images nonrigidly registered are relatively
constant,thatis, ∼1mm,foreachdeformationmodeling.Six
out of eight deformation modelings give smaller modiﬁed
Hausdorﬀ distances when the iMR images are (rigidly and
subsequently) nonrigidly registered. However, the modiﬁed
Hausdorﬀ distance increases for the 3rd resection modeling
of the ﬁrst patient case, as well as for the brain shift
modeling of the second patient case. To understand if
the nonrigid registration is responsible for the increase of
the misalignment of the two iMR images everywhere in
the whole-brain region, or if this eﬀect is localized, we
compute the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance in the region
and neighborhood of the tumor only (volume region that
extents by 25mm the tumor region segmented in I1 for both
patient cases). The modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance decreases
from H(I4,I5) = 1.70mm to H(Iw
4 ,I5) = 1.37mm for
the ﬁrst patient case, while it decreases from H(I1,I2) =
1.36mm to H(Iw
1 ,I2) = 1.28mm for the second patient
case. This indicates that the nonrigid registration enhances
the alignment of the two iMR images within the tumor
region and its neighborhood, which is in fact the location
requiringthebestmodeling accuracy.Thisbehaviorcouldbe
explained by the fact that a maximum of information from
the iMR images is used in this region, that is, one or two (in
case of brain shift modeling) surface displacement ﬁelds are
applied around it. The increase of misalignment elsewhere in
the brain volume could be explained by two reasons. First,International Journal of Biomedical Imaging 13
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Figure 7: Diﬀerence of results using XFEM and FEM for 3rd resection modeling (second patient case). (a) Healthy-brain (gray) and tumor
(white) regions segmented out from the 4th iMR image. (b) Healthy-brain and tumor regions segmented out from the 5th iMR image.
(c) Volume displacement ﬁeld of biomechanical model using XFEM. The part of tissue falling within the resection cavity is modeled as
being removed. Color levels correspond to the magnitude of the displacement ﬁeld. (d) Same as (c), but for FEM. The part of tissue falling
within the resection cavity is present in the deformation modeling even though it no longer exists. Diﬀerence of magnitude between volume
displacement ﬁelds using XFEM (c) and FEM (d) does not exceed 0.36mm. (e) Diﬀerence in the warping of the part of the 4th iMR image
corresponding to the whole-brain region using XFEM and FEM.
Table 1: Values of H(Ik,Ik+1)a n dH(Iw
k ,Ik+1), k = 1,...,4, for each deformation modeling based on a pair (Ik,Ik+1) of two successive iMR
images. First value gives measure of similarity of images rigidly registered, while second value gives measure of similarity of images both
rigidly, and (subsequently) nonrigidly registered. For each Ik, only the whole-brain region is taken into account for edge extraction.
Modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance (mm) between Brain shift 1st resection 2nd resection 3rd resection
edges extracted from two iMR images H(I1,I2) H(Iw
1 ,I2) H(I2,I3) H(Iw
2 ,I3) H(I3,I4) H(Iw
3 ,I4) H(I4,I5) H(Iw
4 ,I5)
Patient 1 Whole-brain region 1.24 1.07 0.84 0.69 1.10 0.97 0.96 0.97
Tumor region and
neighborhood 1.70 1.37
Patient 2 Whole-brain region 1.01 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.02 0.93 1.23 1.06
Tumor region and
neighborhood 1.36 1.28
the landmarks tracked from the iMR images are surfaces.
As a consequence, the nonrigid registration is expected to
give better results near the tracked surfaces than far from
them in the volume [13]. Second, the volume displacement
ﬁeld strongly depends on the constitutive laws. The volume
misalignment could point out the need for better parameters
values and/or other constitutive laws.
Table 2 shows, for each deformation modeling based
on a pair (Ik,Ik+1) of two successive iMR images, the
values of the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distances H(I1,Ik+1)a n d
H(Iw
1,k,Ik+1). So far, IGNS systems allow one to rigidly
register preoperative and successive iMR images. H(I1,Ik+1)
thus represents the navigation accuracy that we can obtain
with an IGNS system at the present time. The comparison14 International Journal of Biomedical Imaging
Table 2: Values of H(I1,Ik+1)a n dH(Iw
1,k,Ik+1), k = 1,...,4, for each deformation modeling based on a pair (Ik,Ik+1) of two successive
iMR images. In contrast with Table 1, I1 is successively warped, rather than Ik, for each deformation modeling. First value gives measure of
similarity of images rigidly registered, while second value gives measure of similarity of images both rigidly and (subsequently) nonrigidly
registered. For each Ik, only the whole-brain region is taken into account for edge extraction.
Modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance (mm) between Brain shift 1st resection 2nd resection 3rd resection
edges extracted from two iMR images H(I1,I2) H(Iw
1 ,I2) H(I1,I3) H(Iw
1,2,I3) H(I1,I4) H(Iw
1,3,I4) H(I1,I5) H(Iw
1,4,I5)
Patient 1 Whole-brain region 1.24 1.07 1.50 1.21 1.80 1.31 1.78 1.38
Tumor region and
neighborhood
Patient 2 Whole-brain region 1.01 1.04 1.10 1.16 1.36 1.31 1.68 1.42
Tumor region and
neighborhood 1.36 1.28 1.76 1.44
of H(I1,Ik+1)w i t hH(Iw
1,k,Ik+1) gives the improvement that
could be practically achieved in the alignment with our
approach.Asexpected,Table 2 showsthattheIGNSaccuracy
decreases through the successive deformations. Indeed, the
modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance increases from H(I1,I2) =
1.24mm to H(I1,I5) = 1.78mm for the ﬁrst patient case,
and from H(I1,I2) = 1.01mm to H(I1,I5) = 1.68mm
for the second patient case. Six out of eight deformation
modelings give smaller modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distances when
the iMR images are nonrigidly registered. To understand
if the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance increases everywhere in
the whole-brain region for the brain shift and 1st resection
modeling of the second patient case, we compute the
modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance in the neighborhood of the
tumor region (in the same way as explained for Table 1), and
observe the improvement of the alignment within the tumor
region and its neighborhood. As opposed to the values of
the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distances in Table 1, the values for
the images nonrigidly registered in Table 2 increase through
the successive resection modeling. This ampliﬁcation error is
due to the fact that, after having modeled brain deformation
between a pair of iMR images, the deformed biomechanical
model is not in perfect alignment with the second image of
the pair. Since, for the subsequent deformation modeling,
the surface landmarks are initialized based on the deformed
biomechanical model, this can thus ampliy a misregistration
error.
7. Conclusions andFutureWork
We developed a complete 3D framework for serial preoper-
ative image update in the presence of brain shift followed
by successive resections. The results were presented for two
patient cases, each containing ﬁve iMR images. The nonrigid
registration technique used an homogeneous linear elastic
biomechanical model, driven by the deformations of whole-
brain and internal tumor region boundaries for brain shift
modeling, and healthy-brain region boundary for resection
modelings, tracked between successive iMR images. The
biomechanical model was deformed using FEM for brain
shift modeling, and FEM or XFEM for resection modeling,
depending upon whether some brain tissues were previously
resected or not. We showed that our approach was modular,
and could be applied each time a new iMR image is acquired.
We used a linear formulation to characterize the defor-
mation of the brains of both patients because the brains
underwent relatively small deformations and displacements.
While nonlinear biomechanical models have proven eﬀec-
tive to decrease—yet do not abolish—the inaccuracies of
FEM-based modeling methods of large brain deformations,
the deformations observed in our patients during surgery
remained moderate (4–7mm), thus reducing the theoretical
beneﬁt of using nonlinear models. This allowed us to use
simpler linear models and focus on the added value of
XFEM to simultaneously account for surgical deformations,
namely, shift and resection. Using a linear formulation
implied that, for each new deformation modeling, one
could use the initial conﬁguration rather than the last-
deformed conﬁguration of the biomechanical model. This
had the important advantage of using a good quality mesh
for each deformation modeling rather than using a mesh
whose quality progressively degraded with each successive
deformation modeling. This also had the advantage that we
did no longer need to reconnect the deformed mesh for
each new XFEM calculation, which was one drawback of our
previous method, presented in [39, 41], where the biome-
chanical model was successively deformed. We also showed
how XFEM could handle a discontinuity for modeling
resection without any remeshing or mesh adaptation while
the representation of the discontinuity remained accurate,
that is, the representation of the discontinuity was not based
onajaggedtopologyusingFEfacets.XFEMthusalsoavoided
making the mesh resolution richer in the neighborhood of
the resection-cavity boundary for improving the accuracy of
the representation of the discontinuity for that purpose only.
We showed that our nonrigid registration technique
improved the alignment of the successive iMR images for
most of the deformation modeling of both patient cases.
When our nonrigid registration failed, it still improved the
alignment locally, that is, within the tumor region and its
neighborhood. We tested the explicit modeling of the lateral
ventricles’ region with a soft, compressible law in addition
to the whole-brain region law used in the homogeneous
biomechanicalmodel.However,itdidnothaveasigniﬁcative
impact on the result.
In addition to the validation that is usually performed
for successive deformation modelings, that is, validation
between pairs of successive intraoperative images, shownInternational Journal of Biomedical Imaging 15
in Table 1 of Section 6 or in the work of Ferrant et al.
[13, 47, 48], we also evaluated the fact that an error of
alignment after each deformation modeling could propagate
and amplify through the successive deformation modelings.
As a result, shown in Table 2 of Section 6, we showed that
our approach suﬀered from the propagation of misregis-
tration through the successive deformation modelings. We
expected that this was due, at least partly, to the algorithms
used to evaluate intraoperative surface displacements ﬁelds
from the whole-brain and healthy-brain region boundaries.
These boundaries were ﬁrst manually segmented, and then
smoothed. The surface displacement ﬁelds were computed
using active surface algorithms, and smoothed to make them
compatible with the biomechanical model. Because of these
two smoothings, the deformed biomechanical model was
likely to not be in a perfect alignment with the iMR image
to which it was registered. Because the surface displacement
ﬁelds evaluated for the next deformation modeling were
initialized based on the deformed biomechanical model, we
expected to observe an ampliﬁcation of the misregistration,
which was conﬁrmed by our quantitative evaluation. At the
present time though, commercial IGNS systems allow one to
register preoperative images and successive iMR images, but
inarigidwayonly.Consequently,althoughtheeﬀectoferror
ampliﬁcation exists, our technique still enhances the current
capabilities of commercial IGNS systems.
Future work on modeling of brain shift followed by
successive resection is required in ﬁve main areas. First, the
eﬀect of error ampliﬁcation through the successive brain
deformation modelings calls for further research. Conse-
quently,thesegmentation,andthesubsequentsmoothing,as
well as the evaluation of surface displacement ﬁelds, should
be improved to minimize the eﬀect of error ampliﬁcation.
Second, further research is required to include additional
structures in the biomechanical model in general, and to
study the best way to include the lateral ventricles in
particular. The use of a poroelastic model in order to
model the cerebrospinal ﬂuid ﬁlling the ventricles could be
considered [17, 18]. Third, the fact that we use iMR images
could be further exploited. Indeed, these images provide
volume information (rather than surface information only),
are of good quality in comparison to other intraoperative
modalities, and possess a ﬁeld of view that includes the full
volume of brain tissues (for the 0.5 Tesla GE Signa scanner).
T h e s ei m a g e st h u sa l l o wo n et oe v a l u a t ew h a t ,a n dh o w ,
new structures of the brain could be used, to enhance the
modeling of brain shift. Some regions, for example, the
lateral ventricles’ region, could be extracted from the two
iMR images, and used as surface landmarks to drive the
deformation of the biomechanical model [13, 62]. Indeed,
the workﬂow presented in this paper has the advantage of
being easily adaptable. In case the tumor region would not
be visible (enough) on the iMR images, these new structures,
easier to segment, could also adequately replace the tumor
for driving the deformation. Fourth, our global approach
should no longer be based on the 1st iMR image used as a
substitute for preoperative images, but on the preoperative
images themselves. Fifth, we should implement, for the
surgery cases involving large deformations of the brain, a
nonlinear formulation of FEM [63, 64], and, particularly,
a nonlinear formulation of XFEM, which is the subject of
recent research [65, 66].
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